Threat Intelligence Module
Disrupt Adversaries in Real Time with Elite Threat Intelligence

Challenge
Time is the biggest challenge plaguing threat intelligence analysts. Whether you are investigating threats in your technology stack or hunting for emerging attack methods on the dark web, you are likely spending too much time manually collecting, assembling, and analyzing disconnected data points into actionable intelligence. To effectively mitigate risk, you need to move at least as fast — but ideally faster — than threat actors and their tactics. Time-consuming, manual threat research leads to significant gaps in your analysis and missed threats, which put your organization at risk and, in some cases, unaware of critical and emerging threats.

Solution
Defending against new and emerging cyber threats requires timely, relevant insights updated in real time. Recorded Future delivers a comprehensive view of your threat landscape through a combination of high-speed, automated analytics, expert insights from Recorded Future's research group, and advanced querying capabilities. The Recorded Future Security Intelligence Platform fuses together billions of entities and delivers original research to dynamically categorize, link, and analyze intelligence with unprecedented speed, arming you with easy-to-consume insights that are easily integrated directly into your existing security tools and workflows.

The world's most advanced security intelligence platform empowers you to make fast, confident decisions. Features like advanced querying capabilities, real-time alerting, and data visualization capabilities provide the context you need for advanced threat research and threat hunting. Quickly detect critical and emerging threats to disrupt adversaries with Recorded Future's elite intelligence.

BENEFITS
- Save significant analyst time
- Detect more threats and respond faster
- Get unmatched visibility into closed web sources
- Maximize investment in existing security tools

KEY FEATURES
- Broadest source coverage available
- Advanced querying, alerting, and data visualizations
- Dynamic risk scores and evidence
- Threat hunting packages
- Out-of-the-box integrations with leading threat intelligence platforms

Get a clear, comprehensive view into trending threat actors, exploits, and targets in the global cyber espionage threat view.
Results

Find threats faster and reduce risk exponentially with the Recorded Future Threat Intelligence Module. Access the world's most advanced security intelligence in real time to detect threats and disrupt adversaries.

**Find Threats 10 Times Faster and Respond 63% Sooner**

Recorded Future's Threat Intelligence module eliminates laborious, manual collection and provides greater context than disparate threat feeds alone. Dynamic risk scores and access to key evidence empower threat intelligence teams to detect, assess, and respond to threats quickly and confidently.

**Increase Security Team Efficiency by 32%**

The Threat Intelligence Module offers turnkey integrations with leading security tools, including TIPS, SIEMs, deep analysis tools, and more. Threat intelligence teams can instantly enrich internal data with Recorded Future's elite intelligence and share their assessments through integrated analyst notes to speed up their investigations.

*Learn more about the business value Recorded Future brings to clients in our IDC Report*

**Feature Spotlight: Advanced Query Builder for Advanced Threat Research and Reporting**

Conduct tailored searches and define your own alerting rules with Recorded Future's Advanced Query Builder. Leverage Recorded Future's entire cyber repository and customer-sourced data, including allow lists, deny lists, and ISAC data. Filter your queries by keywords, event types, source, time frame, etc. to fuel advanced threat research and reporting.

---

**ABOUT RECORDED FUTURE**

Recorded Future is the world's largest provider of intelligence for enterprise security. By combining persistent and pervasive automated data collection and analytics with human analysis, Recorded Future delivers intelligence that is timely, accurate, and actionable. In a world of ever-increasing chaos and uncertainty, Recorded Future empowers organizations with the visibility they need to identify and detect threats faster; take proactive action to disrupt adversaries; and protect their people, systems, and assets, so business can be conducted with confidence. Recorded Future is trusted by more than 1,000 businesses and government organizations around the world.